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PUNK 

Punk, an iconic subculture that emerged in the mid 70’s, is an artistic style usually associated with 

music and fashion. But it still inspires. The Punk spot was first introduced by Delta Light as part of the 

XY180 collection, a collaboration with the renowned architects of OMA. 
 

Punk details infiltrate perfectly in the world of modern architecture, to express individualism and 

urban attitudes. Steel pins might look intimidating, but when combined with light, they become so 

much more refined 

 

 

                              

 

 



 

 
 

 

                                                                                   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

 

 

ABOUT DELTA LIGHT® – WWW.DELTALIGHT.US 

Established in 1989 by business-owner and designer Paul Ameloot, Delta Light® has today grown 

into the market leader and trendsetter in architectural lighting. The future of Delta Light is 

guaranteed with Peter and Jan Ameloot joining their father at the helm of the company, bringing 

additional dynamism and ambition to the team. With its innovative lighting designs, the company 

has gained a worldwide reputation for its subtle mix of ambience, functionality and design. Delta 

Light® currently employs a staff of 250 at its head office in Wevelgem, delivering products and 

service to 120 countries worldwide. 

 

Since the very start, Delta Light® has always focused on design and technology. A glance at the 

range immediately reveals that innovation is the driving force behind the business. Inspired by a 

passion for lighting and design, through in-depth research into trends and markets, and drawing 

on a deep-seated knowledge of product development, the Delta Light® design team in Belgium 

has  succeeded  in recent years in creating a wide range of timeless, stylish and often 

revolutionary designs. 

 

In the US market since 1999, Delta Light® has grown exponentially, becoming one of the leaders 

among high end contemporary and architectural lighting manufacturers in the country. Delta 

Light® products have become a renowned source of inspiration and a lighting design trend 

reference for American lighting professionals. The unique European design combining the latest 

technology and highest quality along with the adaptation to the U.S. market in terms of 

engineering, standards, and certifications contributed to the brand’s success. 

 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

 
Georgia Luzi 

Marketing Manager Americas 

+1 954 870 01 33 

Georgia.Luzi@deltalight.us 

 
Delta Light® USA 

4850 W Prospect Road Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301 

 

 

www.facebook.com/wearedeltalight www.instagram.com/wearedeltalight 

www.twitter.com/deltalight 
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